APPENDIX G

ARCHITECTURE AND FEATURES
Figure 97. Illustration of excavated community depository (N567 E418) in the northeastern corner of the site, Jachakala Period.
Figure 98. Excavated burial of an older male individual in the northern zone cemetery, Niñalupita Period levels. Note the missing feet and the perpendicular placement of the tibia underneath the femur bones.

Figure 99. Adult male human skull from Isahuara Period burial exhibiting style of cranial deformation limited to males.
Figure 100. Adult female human skull from Isahuara Period burial exhibiting cranial deformation style limited to females at the site.

Figure 101. Household hearth feature with deliberate arrangement of large, burned ceramic sherds (N509 E503.5).
Figure 102. Sample of an excavated household storage feature with the remains of a large, undecorated *olla* vessel adjacent to the square central zone household foundation (N466 E464), Jachakala Period.

Figure 103. Excavated household ritual offering of two undecorated bowls, one inside the other, containing ash, flecks of carbonized wood, and several small camelid bone fragments. This feature is located in the midden next to the largest round central zone household (N511 E509).
Figure 104. Illustration of House 1 (N465 E516), a partial circular foundation and hearth with ash and flecks of carbon from the southern zone, Isahuara period.
Figure 105. Illustration of House 2 (N463 E516), a partial rectangular foundation from the southern zone, Isahuara period.
Figure 106. Illustration of House 3 (N517 E450), a large round foundation on top of a raised, ashy area in the central zone, Jachakala period.
Figure 107. Illustration of House 5 (N562 E497), the eastern half of a round foundation in the Jachakala period central zone. The limits of the ash stains delineating the original location of the western foundation stones are represented by a dashed line.
Figure 108. Illustration of House 6 (N546 E528), a partial circular foundation located in the central zone against the dividing wall separating the center and north, Jachakala period. House 9 lies on the other side of this wall.
Figure 109. Illustration of House 7 (N559 E589), the tiny circular house from the central zone, Jachakala period.
Figure 110. Illustration of House 8 (N468 E480), the partial square foundation and platform bench from the central zone, Jachakala period. Several smashed storage jars, a hearth, and two ceramic vessels are noted as well.
Figure 111. Illustration of House 9 (N552 E528), a partial circular foundation against the dividing wall separating this from the central zone, and the only domestic structure in the north, Jachakala period. House 6 lies on the other, central zone side of the wall.